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ABSTRACT
We re-visit the Area Law in Turbulence discovered many years ago [1] and verified recently in nu-
merical experiments[4]. We derive this law in a simpler way, at the same time outlining the limits
of its applicability. Using the PDF for velocity circulation as a functional of the loop in coordi-
nate space, we obtain explicit formulas for vorticity correlations in presence of velocity circulation.
These functions are related to the shape of the scaling function of the PDF as well as the shape
of the minimal surface inside the loop. The background of velocity circulation does not eliminate
turbulence but makes observable quantities in inertial range calculable. The scaling dimension of
velocity circulation as a function of large area remains unknown. Numerical experiments [4] sug-
gest transition for log-log derivative of circulation moments 〈Γp〉 by the loop area from Kolmogorov
index 2p3 at p < 4 down to approximately 0.58p for 4 ≤ p ≤ 10 within available Reynolds numbers.
We argue that Area Law applies to these moments only in the limit p→∞when they are dominated
by the tails of the PDF. So, these numerical experiments suggest that the scaling index in Area law
is less then 23 .
Keywords Turbulence · Area Law · vorticity · Kolmogorov
1 Introduction
The strong turbulence looks like a hopelessly complex problem, with variety of multi-fractal models describing anoma-
lous scaling laws for moments of velocity gradients [2]. None of these models so far provides the microscopic picture
nor allows computation of basic variables such as correlation functions of vorticity or velocity differences from the
first principles. The root cause of these problems was the infrared divergency of the conventional approach based on
Wyld diagram technique. The physical phenomenon behind this divergency is the growth of velocity correlation with
distance.
There is fluctuating velocity field in turbulent flow, generated by vortex structures which velocity moves these same
structures resulting in complex long range interactions. The statistics of these vortex cells was studied by conventional
methods of local mechanics [3] which advanced our theoretical understanding but did not lead to any observable
predictions we would need from Turbulence theory.
A long time ago, in a Galaxy far, far away [1] we derived the loop equation which provided a geometric approach to
Navier-Stokes equation, free of infrared divergencies. The Loop Equation had the form of Shroedinger Equation with
nonlocal variables. Namely, the basic variable was a circulation around closed loop in coordinate space
Γ =
∮
C
~vd~r =
∫
SC
~ωd~σ (1)
The gradient part of velocity drops from the closed loop integral, like the gauge part of vector potential in electro-
dynamics. The incompressibility condition ∇~v = 0 is analogous to the gauge fixing condition in electrodynamics,
but the circulation is gauge invariant just like in QED. In the same way the ∇p terms also drop from equations for
circulation. The only relevant dynamical variable left is vorticity ω, analogous to electromagnetic field. The role of
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the Planck’s constant was played by viscosity, and the Reynolds number was the ratio of Γ to viscosity ν. Therefore,
the turbulence corresponded to the WKB limit of the loop equation, opposite to the perturbative expansions in inverse
powers of viscosity in the Wyld diagram method.
Let us dust off this old theory and present it in more comprehensible way.
2 Universal Area Law in Inertial Range
It often happens that small observation outgrows the limitations of underlying assumptions and becomes a universal
law. This is what seems to be happening with Area Law. When we tried to revive the original reasoning which led to
Area Law we found out the way to derive it without assumptions of the WKB approximation in Loop Equations. Let
us go step by step from definition to the Area Law.
The PDF for velocity circulation as a functional of the loop
P (C,Γ) =
〈
δ
(
Γ−
∮
C
~vd~r
)〉
(2)
with brackets<> corresponding to time average or average over random forces, was shown to satisfy certain functional
equation (loop equation). Let us re-derive it here for the Euler equations
v˙i = −vk∇kvi −∇ip
= −vkωki −∇i
(
p+
v2k
2
)
;
ωki = ∇kvi −∇ivk
Integrating over the closed loop we find simpler formula, with gradient terns dropped∮
C
driv˙i = −
∮
C
drivkωki (3)
Using incompressibility we can express velocity here as space integral of vorticity ωki
vk(r) =
∫
d3ρ
ρj
4π|~ρ|3ωkj(r + ρ) (4)
Let us now compute the following mixed derivative of our PDF
∂
∂Γ
∂
∂t
P (C,Γ) = −
〈
δ′′
(
Γ−
∮
C
~vd~r
)∮
C
driv˙i
〉
=
〈
δ′′
(
Γ−
∮
C
~vd~r
)∮
C
driωki(r)
∫
d3ρ
ρj
4π|~ρ|3ωkj(r + ρ)
〉
Now, switching to vector from tensor vorticity:
ωab(r) = eabcωc(r) (5)
and expressing vorticity as area derivative
ωk(r) =
δ
δσk(r)
∫
SC
~ωd~σ (6)
We finally arrive at the Euler limit of the loop equation:
∂
∂Γ
∂
∂t
P (C,Γ) =
∮
C
dri
∫
d3ρ
ρj
4π|~ρ|3
δ2P (C,Γ)
δσk(r)δσl(r + ρ)
(δijδkl − δikδjl) (7)
The definition of area derivative δδσi(r) at the loop C can be found in [1], where some complicated limiting procedures
were used. We are going to simplify that definition as follows.
Let us define area derivative using the difference between U [C + δC]− U [C] where an infinitesimal loop δC around
the 3d point r is added as an extra connected component of C. In other words, let us assume that the loop C consists
of an arbitrary number of connected components C =
∑
Ck. We just add one more infinitesimal loop at some point
2
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away from all Ck. In virtue of the Stokes theorem, the difference comes from the circulation
∮
δC
~vd~r which reduces
to vorticity at r
P [C + δC]− P [C] = dσi(r)
〈
ωi(r)δ
′
(
Γ−
∮
C
~vd~r
)〉
(8)
and in general, for the Stokes type functional, by definition:
U [C + δC]− U [C] = dσi(r)δU [C]
δσi(r)
(9)
The Stokes condition
∮
δS dσiωi = 0 for any closed surface δS translates into
∮
δS
dσi
δU [C]
δσi(r)
= 0 (10)
The fixed point of the chain of the loop equations (7) was shown to have solutions corresponding to two known
distributions : Gibbs distribution and (trivial) global random rotation distribution. In addition, we found the third,
nontrivial solution which is an arbitrary function of minimal area AC bounded by C.
P (C,Γ) = F (AC ,Γ) (11)
The Minimal Area can be reduced to the Stokes functional by the following regularization
AC = min
SC
∫
SC
dσi(r1)
∫
SC
dσj(r2)δij∆(r1 − r2) (12)
with
∆(r) =
1
r20
exp
(
−πr
2
r20
)
; r0 → 0 (13)
representing two dimensional delta function, and integration goes over minimized surface SC .
In general case the loopC consist ofN closed piecesC =
∑N
k=1 Ck and the surface SC must connect them all, so that
it is topologically equivalent to a sphere with N holes and no handles. In case some pieces are far away from others,
the minimal surface would make thin tubes reaching from one closed loop Ck to another via some central hub where
all the tubes grow out of the sphere. In our case we need only two extra little loops both close to the initial contour C
but for completeness we must assume there is an arbitrary number of closed pieces in C.
In real world this r0 would be the viscous scale
(
ν3
E
)1/4
. This is a positive definite functional of the surface as one can
easily verify using spectral representation:
∫
SC
dσi(r1)
∫
SC
dσj(r2)δij∆(r1 − r2) ∝
∫
d3k exp
(
−k
2r20
4π
) ∣∣∣∣
∫
SC
dσi(r)e
ikr
∣∣∣∣
2
(14)
In the limit r0 → 0 this definition reduces to the ordinary area:
AC → min
SC
∫
SC
d2ξ
√
g (15)
The Stokes condition (10) is satisfied in virtue of extremum condition, when the surface changes into S′, so that the
linear variation reduces to the integral (10) with δS = S′−S being the infinitesimal closed surface between S′ and S.
The area derivative of the Minimal Area in regularized form, then, as before, reduces to elimination of one integration
δAC
δσi(r)
= 2
∫
SC
dσi(ρ)∆(r − ρ)→ 2ni(r) exp
(
−πr
2
⊥
r20
)
(16)
Where ni(r) is the local normal vector to the minimal surface at the nearest surface point r˜ to the 3d point r, and r⊥ is
the component normal to the surface at r˜. With this regularization area derivative is defined everywhere in space but it
exponentially decreases away from the surface. Exactly at the surface it reduces to the unit normal vector.
Should we go to the limit r0 → 0 first we would have to consider the minimal surface connecting the original loop
C and infinitesimal loop δC. Such minimal surface would have an infinitely thin tube connecting the point r to r˜
at the original minimal surface along its local normal ~n. We are not going to investigate this complex problem here
3
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– with the regularized area we have explicit formula, and we need this formula only at the boundary in leading log
approximation (see below).
The second area derivative in (7) reduces to derivatives with respect to AC :
δ2F (AC ,Γ)
δσk(r)δσl(r + ρ)
=
δ
δσk(r)
δAC
δσl(r + ρ)
∂F
∂AC
=
δ2AC
δσk(r)δσl(r + ρ)
∂F
∂AC
+
δAC
δσk(r)
δAC
δσl(r + ρ)
∂2F
∂A2C
The first term in the last expression is independent of the surface
δ2AC
δσk(r)δσl(r + ρ)
= 2δkl∆(ρ) (17)
so it does not restrict integration d3ρρj/|ρ|3 and therefore vanishes due to the symmetry of ∆(ρ) with respect to
rotations and reflection of ρ. In the second term the constant factor ∂
2F
∂A2
C
can be taken out of the integral so we get the
following condition to be satisfied for the Area Law to be valid:∮
C
dri
∫
d3ρ
ρj
|~ρ|3 exp
(
−πρ
2
⊥
r20
)
nk(r)nl(r + ρ) (δijδkl − δikδjl) = 0 (18)
Let us stress the implied difference between these two terms. They both come from surface derivative of the Area, but
the first variation, involving the normal vector nk is projected on a surface by the 2d delta function∆(ρ). Unlike that,
the second derivative is a function of 3d vector ρ and nothing else. So, integration goes over whole space and therefore
vanishes by reflection symmetry. In a way it represents the expectation value of 〈vi(r)ωij(r)〉 which vanishes due to
space symmetry. I hope mathematicians will find the better way to formalize these vague arguments.
Note that we did not make any assumption of decay of PDF, unlike the old paper [1]. However, there are implied
assumptions about large loop and large velocity circulation Γ.
The integral logarithmically diverges at small ρ, as we shall see soon, so we can replace nk(r + ρ)→ nk(r) and take
out of the integral over d3ρ. We find then:∮
C
dri
∫
d3ρ exp
(
−πρ
2
⊥
r20
)
ρi − ni(r)(~n(r)~ρ)
|~ρ|3 (19)
The integration over orthogonal component ρ⊥effectively projects ρ on the surface. Dropping irrelevant factor r0
resulting from this integration we get surface integral (with ti(θ) = C
′
i(θ) being local tangent vector to the loop)∫ 2π
0
dθ
∫
d2ρ
ρiti(θ)
|~ρ|3 (20)
This integral goes over semi-plane corresponding to inside of the surface. In a frame where ti(θ) is directed along x
and the inside direction to the surface is y, the normal vector ni is directed along z. Now the integral of ρx vanishing
in the leading approximation of the semi-plane. Thus, the leading term vanishes.
Note that without area derivative vector ni being directed along the normal to the minimal surface the logarithmically
divergent term would not cancel:∫
d2ρ
ρini
|~ρ|3 =
∫ ∞
0
dy
∫ ∞
−∞
dx
xnx + yny
(x2 + y2)
3/2
∝
∫ ∞
0
dyny
y
∝ −ny log(0) (21)
We computed the integral over ρ with logarithmic accuracy at ρ→ 0, which means that we only needed area derivative
directly at the loop. We neglected next terms which are finite, because the leading logarithmic terms cancelled. These
finite terms involve global surface integrals and would need more sophisticated method to compute. The balance of
these terms will determine the next corrections to the Area law. In the next approximationwe would have to add higher
corrections both to the loop in vicinity of integration point and to the areas AC like
δAC =
∫
SC
dσi(r1)
∫
SC
dσj(r2)Tijkl
(
rk1 − rk2
) (
rl1 − rl2
)
∆(r1 − r2) + . . . (22)
where integration goes over the minimal surface SC and Tijkl is some symmetric tensor made of Kronecker deltas.
These terms in area derivative vanish at the boundary to preserve the condition:
δAC
δσi
→ 2ni (23)
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at the boundary of the surface, which we used to cancel the leading logarithmic divergency in the loop equation(7).
In this paper we are only studying the Area Law and its consequences.
As we argued in original paper [1] we expect scale invariant solutions, depending of γ = ΓA−αC in our scale invariant
equations, with some critical index, yet to be determined. Let us stress again, that the Kolmogorov value of the scaling
index αK =
2
3 does not follow from the loop equations, this is an additional assumption, based on dimensional count-
ing and Kolmogorov anomaly [1] for the third moment of velocity. As it was stressed in that paper, the Kolmogorov
anomaly poses no restrictions on the vorticity correlations, and cannot therefore be used to determine our scaling
index.
The normalized PDF reads:
P (C,Γ) = A−αC Π
(
ΓA−αC
)
(24)
∫ ∞
−∞
dγΠ(γ) = 1 (25)
This Universal Area Lawwas confirmed in numerical experiments [4] with Reynolds up to 104 with very high accuracy
over whole inertial range of circulations and areas with PDF from 1 down to 10−8. To be more precise, in these
experiments universality applies to dimensionless quantities, such as PDF in terms of Γ
〈
Γ2
〉−1/2
. As for the second
moment
〈
Γ2
〉
as well as all other fixed moments, these are not the universal functions of the area.
Simple example1 of the second moment
〈
Γ2
〉
as computed with K41 scaling law for velocity correlation, manifestly
depends upon aspect ratio of rectangular loop. According to [4] this dependence disappears in scale invariant ratios
of moments 〈Γn〉 〈Γ2〉−n/2. In our scaling variable γ this means that some non-universal scaling factor multiplies the
power of area.
Theoretically, any finite moment is determined by a multiple vector integral over loop. This is an obviously different
functional of the loop then the minimal area which is a non-polynomial functional of the loop. In our old paper [1] we
never claimed that area law applied to the circulation moments, but rather only to the tails of the PDF at large Γ.
At the closer look at the data presented in [4] we notice that there is indeed a verification of the independence of the
PDF upon the aspect ratio of the rectangular loop in wide range of these ratios. However the PDF in log scale is
totally dominated by its tail so one cannot conclude from their pictures that region of small Γ is as universal as the
tails. The moments data, though were not studied as functions of the aspect ratio, only their dependence of the Area
was presented.
So, the careful conclusion from [4] is that area law holds for PDF tails in surprisingly wide range of the scaling variable
γ = ΓA−αC and that it asymptotically decays as exp (−b±|γ|) . As for the effective scaling index
α(p) =
d log 〈Γp〉
d logApC
(26)
in these experiments it varies from 23 for small p to α(10) ≈ 0.58 . Apparently, even larger Reynolds numbers would
be needed to find true asymptotic value of α. We discuss this important question in the Discussion section of this
paper.
The main conclusion is that Area Law really works in isotropic turbulence at large Reynolds numbers.
This is quite encouraging! Now we can take these old predictions seriously and start investigating the applicability and
consequences of Scaling Area Law. If you ask me what was I waiting for all these years – I was waiting for any sign
of interest to this theory from my colleagues and any indications that these laws are observable at least in numerical
experiments. In a retrospect I am sorry for my lack of persistence and I feel sad that scientific community did not show
more curiosity 26 years ago.
3 Vorticity Distribution Along the Loop
Here comes the first new prediction. Let us use the following identity:
〈(
~ω
∂
∂Γ
+
δ
δ~σ
)
δ
(
Γ−
∫
SC
~ωd~σ
)〉
= 0 (27)
1I am grateful to Polyakov and Yakhot for pointing this out to me.
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In the first term we can take ∂∂Γ out of the averaging and in the second term we can take out
δ
δ~σ
We also use the above formula for area derivative at the loop:
δAC
δ~σ
= 2~n (28)
with ~n being local normal vector to the minimal surface at the boundary C. We shall use the following notation for
statistical average conditional of fixed velocity circulation:
〈X〉Γ,C ==
〈
Xδ
(
Γ−
∫
SC
~ωd~σ
)〉
(29)
In particular,
〈1〉Γ,C ==
〈
δ
(
Γ−
∫
SC
~ωd~σ
)〉
= P (AC ,Γ) (30)
As a result we obtain following relation for the expectation value of vorticity at the loop:
∂
∂Γ
〈~ω〉Γ,C = −2~n
∂
∂AC
P (AC ,Γ) (31)
Finally, after integrating over Γ we obtain expected value of vorticity:
〈~ω〉Γ,C = 2~n
∂
∂AC
∫ ±∞
Γ
dΓ′P (AC ,Γ
′) (32)
The higher correlation functions of vorticity can be studied by the same method, by using recurrent relations:
∂
∂Γ
〈~ω1...~ωk~ωk+1〉Γ,C + 2~nk+1
∂
∂AC
〈~ω1...~ωk〉Γ,C = 0 (33)
with ωk, nk denoting vorticity and normal vectors at different points on the loop. The coordinate dependence factors
out (assuming general index α in scaling variable):
〈~ω1 . . . ~ωk〉Γ,C = ~n1 . . . ~nkA−α−k(1−α)C Ωk
(
ΓA−αC
)
(34)
These equations reduce to the set of recurrent for multiple correlations Ωk (γ) of the form:
Ωk+1 (γ) = 2αγΩk (γ)− 2(1− α)k
∫ ±∞
γ
Ωk(y) dy (35)
Ω0(γ) = Π(γ) (36)
With help ofMathematicaTM , we find the following:
Ω1(γ) = 2αγΠ(γ) (37)
Ω2(γ) = (2αγ)
2Π(γ)− 4α(1− α)
∫ ±∞
γ
Π(y)y dy (38)
Ω3(γ) = (2αγ)
3 + 8α(1− α)
∫ ±∞
γ
(2(1− 2α)y − (2 − α)γ)Π(y)y dy (39)
It is understood that integrals
∫ ±∞
γ go to +∞ in case γ > 0 and−∞ otherwise. Given experimental data [4] forΠ(γ)
these integrals can be computed with high accuracy, as there are no cancellations and exponential convergence. We
have to rely on experiments until the theory will advance to provide us exact form of Π(γ).
6
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Note that the vorticity correlations are strongly correlated (lack of correlation would correspond to Ω2Ω0 → Ω21).
Surely they are not Gaussian either – that would imply vanishing odd correlations and algebraically related fourth and
second correlations which is not the case.
The first terms in (38),(39) represent disconnected part of expectation values, the rest representing correlations. Note
that asymptotically, at large γ these correlation terms decay faster than the leading term. This is because the Π(γ)
decays as exp (−b|γ|) so that integrals are dominated by vicinity y − γ = O(1) which leads to γ−1 estimate of the
correlation terms compared to the leading first term.
Note that these are not the moments of powers of vorticity at the same point – we do not know how to compute those
nor do we know if those moments obey Kolmogorov scaling law. We are computing expectation values of products of
vorticity at different points at the loop, separated by more than viscous scale distance.
In particular, at zero circulation
Ω2(0
+) = −4α(1− α)
∫ ∞
0
dγγΠ(γ) (40)
Ω2(0
−) = −4α(1− α)
∫ 0
−∞
dγ|γ|Π(γ) (41)
Are these integrals equal? Numerical experiments can tell. This discrepancy is one more indication that our area law
does not apply to the region of small Γ which is essential here.
Another interesting subject is two loop PDF, where the contour C consists of two separate loops C1, C2 and we
separately fix the circulations Γ1,Γ2 on each of them. In general the double loop PDF
P2 (C1,Γ1;C2,Γ2) =
〈
δ
(
Γ1 −
∮
C1
~vd~r
)
δ
(
Γ2 −
∮
C2
~vd~r
)〉
(42)
can be represented as sum of connected and disconnected parts:
P2 (C1,Γ1;C2,Γ2) = P (C1,Γ1)P (C2,Γ2) + Φ (C1,Γ1;C2,Γ2) (43)
∫
dΓ1Φ (C1,Γ1;C2,Γ2) =
∫
dΓ2Φ (C1,Γ1;C2,Γ2) = 0 (44)
where Φ represents the loop-loop correlation function.
Note that both terms would satisfy the loop equations (7), but they correspond to different topologies of the minimal
surface: in the first term the surface represents two disconnected discs bounded by C1 and C2 and in the second one
the surface connects these two loops.
We expect that this second term depends on the area A(C1, C2) of the minimal surface connecting these loops, like a
tube. The scaling law would look as follows
Φ (C1,Γ1;C2,Γ2) = A(C1, C2)
−2αφ
(
Γ1A(C1, C2)
−α,Γ2A(C1, C2)
−α
)
(45)
In particular, at large separations between the loops the minimal area A(C1, C2) would grow linearly with distance
r12 as the minimal surface shrinks to a thin tube. In that limit we expect the scaling function Φ to reach finite limit as
zero arguments so we would get a usual scaling law:
Φ (C1,Γ1;C2,Γ2)→ A(C1, C2)−2αφ (0, 0) ∝ r−2α12 (46)
4 Discussion
The above theory goes against many popular beliefs as well as established facts regarding anomalous scaling of the
moments of velocity differences and velocity gradients [2].
Here is my response to questions from one of the best experts in that field who asked me how my simple scaling laws
and nonsingilar spatial dependence of vorticity correlations can be compatible with multi-fractal structure of velocity
gradients.
There is a lot of complexity and anomalous scaling in velocity differences and velocity gradients. However, vorticity
= curl v is a very special case of velocity gradient, and this is the only one I address. Plus, as I already mentioned, I
am considering strong background of velocity circulation around specific loop, which violates space symmetries you
had in your case.
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This is why mean vorticity at the loop point is not zero, as it would have been in ordinary unconstrained turbulent flow,
it is rather directed at the normal to the minimal surface at this point at the loop. It also goes to zero asAα−1C according
to our scaling law.
It is worth mentioning that all my results assume velocity circulation Γ large compared with viscosity ν and the
minimal area inside of the loop C large compared to viscous scale r0 =
(
ν3
E
)1/4
.
There are strong indications [5], that rather then a single Kolmogorov spatial scale r0 there are many scales corre-
sponding to changes from one multi-fractal regime to another, in other words, strong intermittency. The circulation
PDF measurements [4] showed much less intermittency in our case. There is a relatively slow dependence of log-log
derivative of circulation moments with respect to the minimal area.
We have to stress that lower moments (nor any finite moments for that matter) are not expected to be universal functions
of the minimal area even after normalizing by the root of the second moment. Our derivation assumed large circulation,
where as any finite moments are influenced by the region of small circulation where we cannot expect area law.
In the next paper we argue that α = 12 based on certain self consistency relations and compare this prediction with
experimental data [4].
So, I found a quiet harbor in a stormy sea of turbulence, namely large velocity circulation PDF, which seems to be
calculable and seems to agree with experiments (even better than I initially expected). I am not claiming the the whole
minimal surface has any direct physical meaning – like the dominant configuration of vorticity along this surface with
viscous thickness.
Such hypothesis would explain my formulas, but it is not necessary to obtain them. In the same way as Gibbs dis-
tribution does not tell us anything about actual kinetics leading to such distribution, the Area law does not mean the
dominant vorticity configurations in a turbulent flow follow minimal surface.
In case of Gibbs, actual dynamics could take a lot of time to uniformly cover energy surface in phase space. There
are examples of fake dynamics such as Langevin equation r˙ = −∇U + f with Gaussian random force f leading to
Boltzmann distribution.
There may be many kinds of evolutions leading to the same PDF satisfying Area law. In the same way, as complexity
of classical mechanics of N bodies does not mean random motion along the energy surface, the turbulent dynamics
may uniformly cover minimal surface without being concentrated along this surface.
This minimal surface may be only a solution of equation for equilibrium PDF, but not a solution to actual Euler
dynamics in space-time. We have completely different physical picture in equilibrium PDF and actual turbulent
dynamics. In particular, the Stokes condition (10) which comes as an identity in fluid dynamics becomes a dynamic
relation here, namely extremum condition of the minimal surface. Duality between these two pictures looked like
science fiction 26 years ago, and would probably still look like that were it not for remarkable numerical experiments
[4] vindicating that moonshot.
5 Conclusions
We have found rich structure in statistical theory of velocity circulation in strong isotropic turbulence. Within the same
WKB assumptions which led us to Scaling Area Law (24) we now computed the vorticity expectation values along the
loop (37). We also found integral expressions (38) for second correlation function. Recurrent equations (33) express
all higher correlations in terms of integrals involving (36).
There are two kinds of relations here, namely Universal Area Law which follows from evolution equation for circula-
tion PDF and on top of that, an assumption about scaling for PDF. We did not provide any dynamical arguments in
favor of scaling except for scale invariance of the loop equations.
Maybe it is worth stressing that recurrent equations (33) are exact asymptotic formulas for vorticity correlations in
presence of large velocity circulation in strong isotropic turbulence. The solutions for first three correlations were
derived under further assumption of scaling law. Neither the old paper [1] nor this one makes any claims about lower
moments. Area Law was derived only for the tails of PDF, which are responsible for the higher moments.
The dimensionles combinations
ξ(p) =
1
p
log 〈|Γ|p〉 − 1
p− 1 log
〈|Γ|p−1〉 (47)
must become independent of aspect ratio at large p. At p = 3, for example, we expect some dependence of the aspect
ratio, though we cannot compute it as the three-point velocity correlation function is unknown.
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The minimal surface is the most important immediate source of predictions for the vorticity correlations. Minimal
surface is a classical Plateau problem [6] which we revisited in Appendix in [1]. It can be computed for any shape of
the loop either analytically or numerically. The same applies therefore to vorticity correlations as functions of a point
on a loop: they are all proportional to product of corresponding normal vectors (34).
Much more challenging problem is to explain the whole profile of PDF function Π(γ) measured in [4].
6 Suggested Numerical Experiments
It would be very interesting to verify these predictions in numerical experiments. To be more specific, I would suggest
the following numerical experiments and computations.
• Measure dependence of the dimensionless variables (47) of the aspect ratio of rectangular loop.
• Measure the scaling exponents of higher moments for larger order p > 10.
• Compare the numerical results for the second moment 〈Γ2〉 for a rectangular loop with result of numerical
integration of K41 velocity correlation over the loop
∮
C d~r1
∮
C d~r2|~r1 − ~r2|
2
3 .
• Measure vorticity mean value (37) for the flat square loop as function of scaled circulation γ = ΓA−αC .
• Measure second correlation (38) for two points on square loop as the function of γ.
• In particular compare limits (40), (41).
• Take two perpendicular unit squares size a: one in xy plane, another in yz plane, touching along y side, like a
soccer gates. Each square has calculable circulation and total circulation is just a sum of the two (the wires on
common side cancel each other). However, the Area Law predicts quite a nontrivial curved minimal surface
SC which is well studied in the literature [6]. So, measure the first correlation as a function of the point on a
loop. It will be directed normal to this minimal surface, which is very far from the original planes where the
squares belong. Check this vorticity vector rotation along the loop.
• Study the transition between area law and power law as the minimal surface between two squares in xy plane
separated by a distance r12 in z direction shrinks to a thin tube.
• It would be nice to compare our formula (39) for the third correlation with numerical experiments at least for
a simple square.
7 SOS
The Loop Equation in principle can be iterated to find next corrections to Area Law. The dynamical variables here
are loop functionals, so some string theory techniques may apply. Where are you, bored string theorists, looking for
a beautiful applications of your mathematical wisdom? Come and help us! The Statistical Circulation Theory is just
being reborn, best discoveries are still waiting for us.
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